
The integrated folding crank. 
Fluted handle for a more secure 
grip with gloves on.

Produced in 3 lenght variants L12, 
L17 and L22.  Color-coding 
facilitates identifying the length 
of a screw (blue, yellow, gray).

www.singingrock.com

DESCRIPTION

L12 - 115 g
L17 - 135 g
L22 - 160 g

L12 < 8 kN
L17 > 10 kN
L22 > 10 kN

5 kN

2
YEARS

warranty

EN 568
(only L17 and L22)

1019

90% hardened steel 
8% aluminium 

QUICKSPIN

2% polyamid 

L12 - 120 mm, L17 - 170 mm, L22 - 220mm

16
 m

m

LENGTH 
L22

L17

L12

20 
mm

Hardened steel ice screw with aluminium hanger. Produced in three 
different lengths (12 cm, 17 cm and 22 cm) especially for ice climbing. The 
integrated folding crank makes it easier and faster to screw in during more 
advanced climbing.

Shaft made of hardened steel for 
higher strength and durability.

Thin profile of the shaft allows 
easy screwing even in overfrozen 
ice [under -10°C].

Anti-corrosion coating of the 
shaft ensures high resistance 
against the rust.

L12 ice srew do not comply with 
the strength requirement of EN 
568 standard and therefore is not 
a PPE.

strength and durability
improved ergonomy

Four high-quality sharp teeth 
make gear placement easier.

Hanger is designed to provide 
good ergonomy while screwing 
to ensure easy stacking on the 
holder and to allow clipping of 
two carabiners.

Four milimeters thick anodized 
aluminium hanger ensures better 
grip while screwing with even 
lower weight.
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NOTES

ACCESSORIES

Lifetime of the product is not strictly limited by the manu-
facturer. Depending on the condition of the product and its 
history it may be  necessary to retire it immediately.

If needed it is recommended to lubricate with silicone lube. salty
environment

cleaning

20°C

silicone lube read
insructions

MAINTENANCE

drying
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NO grinder
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PORTER
K9000BB03

SPIN
RK302SX

ICE SCREWS BAG
RK351XX000


